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INNATE is proud and delighted to have been publishing a monthly column by Larry Speight in its
publication Nonviolent News (e-mail and web editions) since 2004. Challenging and informative, this Eco
Awareness column is a wise, thoughtful reflection on green issues, their ramifications, and relationship
to other matters in life.
Larry Speight’s column is an antidote to the ecological direction the world has been travelling—to hell in
a handcart or should that be an SUV and a jet plane.
To mark his longstanding contribution to Nonviolent News, it was decided to take a selection which
Larry himself would match with his own photos, and this would be published as a pamphlet. In order to
get a monthly publication out speedily, Nonviolent News is text only so the original articles were not
accompanied by any illustrations. As you can see from this publication, Larry is also an accomplished
photographer so it is a pleasure to publish this compilation of his visual images and written words This
selection of written pieces was chosen by Stefania Gualberti. All Larry Speight’s columns are online.
While INNATE and its publication Nonviolent News are primarily about nonviolence, INNATE strongly believes that you cannot be peaceful or nonviolent without also being concerned for green/ecological issues, and human rights as well, so these issues feature in its work and publications.
Enough said. Over to Larry Speight’s words and images......

Rob Fairmichael,
Coordinator, INNATE, 2016

The pieces in this pamphlet came from Larry Speight’s column in Nonviolent News
www.innatenonviolence.org as referenced below. They appear under the Editorial in Nonviolent News.
This pamphlet will be available online as a PDF at http://www.innatenonviolence.org/pamphlets/index.shtml
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A one earth
mindset
The Plains Indians of North America, which included Comanche, Arapaho and Apache among
others, called their way of understanding the universe the Medicine Wheel. As in modern psychology people were divided into psychological types.
The contrasting pair we are most familiar with is
the introvert and extravert. In the Medicine Wheel
two contrasting types are those who see things as
a mouse would, which is close-up, and those who
see things from a broad holistic perspective as
through the eye of an eagle. (Hyemeyohsts
Storm, Seven Arrows, 1972)
The manner in which we manage our economic
and environmental affairs suggests that western
capitalist culture perceives things from the perspective of a mouse. We don’t take into consideration the impact our decisions will have on the
seventh generation as was the practice of the
people of the Plains. We build nuclear power stations without knowing what to do with the radioactive waste, which will be toxic long after people
alive today are long dead. We mine water from
aquifers without regard to the fact that we are depriving future generations of the use of this precious resource. We have turned fertile land into
seas of salt, transformed rainforests into palm oil
plantations and large parts of our blue ocean into
what marine scientists call dead zones.
We are so mouse-like in the narrowness of our
economic comprehension and what we think defines the good life that even those educated at our
best universities think there is no alternative to
never-ending economic growth, even when it
means climate chaos, bio-extinction and well over
a billion people living in abject poverty. It is considered a signifier of sanity and sober temperament to hold the view that economic prosperity
rests on economic growth.
One of the most significant causes of species extinction, outside of human interference, is the inability of species to adapt to changing circumstances. Behaviour that stood a species in good
stead for millions of years can in a rapidly changing climate or eco-system become a liability. The

Midas touch, that economic growth will transform
hardship into wellbeing, is our species’ most dangerous liability. The proverbial sky is falling, but we
are too absorbed in the minutiae of our economic
belief in the Midas touch.
As among the Plains Indians there are some in our
culture who have the perspective of the eagle. One
such person is Michael Collins the astronaut on
Apollo 11 who did not walk on the moon but stayed
on the craft to oversee its systems. In his book
‘Carrying the Fire: An Astronauts Journeys’ (1974),
he says:
“I really believe that if the political leaders of the
world could see their planet from a distance of
100,000 miles their outlook could be fundamentally
changed. That all-important border would be invisible, that noisy argument silenced. The tiny globe
would continue to turn, serenely ignoring its subdivisions, presenting a unified facade that would cry
out for unified understanding, for homogeneous
treatment. The earth must become as it appears:
blue and white, not capitalist or Communist; blue
and white, not rich or poor, blue and white, not envious or envied.”
The challenge for us at this point in the story of our
species is to see and act from a holistic perspective, which the science of interconnectedness enables us to do to an extent unavailable to previous
civilizations.
Time magazine, 12th March 2012, informs us that
we have existed for less than 1% of the earth’s 4.5
billion year history. This fact undermines the widely
held idea that the planet was created for our comfort and convenience, a means to realize our divine
destiny. This hubris has in part led us to poison
and disfigure the planet. We are not a species acting out a part in a play written by a deity and there
is no Guardian Angel who will save us from ourselves. The salvation of the community of lifeforms on earth lies in managing our affairs from the
perspective that our planet is, as astronauts view it
from space, a single entity.
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King Midas
and oil
It is the morning of the June bank holiday. My
window is open to the bees, butterflies and the
smell of the blossom on my fruit trees. The melodies of the birds are more soothing than the
chants of Cistercian monks. The day is warm,
sunny and bright. My young daughter is asleep
in her bed, and if she is having the dream she
had yesterday she is on a carpet in magic land
playing with her friends. There is food in the
kitchen cupboard, electricity in the meter and all
seems well with the world, as it must seem for
millions of people on these islands at the beginning of summer.
However, this sense of wellness is somewhat
illusionary for we live in a world of interdependencies which means that events in other
parts of the world can affect us all, and sometimes in a sudden and stressful way as many
travellers experienced when their flights were
cancelled due to the volcanic ash from the erupting Eyjafjallajokull volcano in Iceland in April and
May. The news that is presently receiving a
great deal of attention, and will for many months,
is the estimated 19,000 barrels of oil gushing
daily from the bed of the Gulf of Mexico. The oil,
courtesy of BP, is creating dead zones and putting more than 8,300 species of plants and animals at risk. We know that the bluefin tuna face
extinction. The chemicals used in an attempt to
disperse the oil are as toxic as the oil itself. Writing on the use of the dispersants in The Independent On Sunday, 30th May, Emily Dugan informs us that: “Once these harmful substances
enter the food chain, almost nothing will escape
their effects. Forests of coral, sharks, dolphins,
sea turtles, game fish and thousands of shellfish
could all face destruction.”
Given ecological and economic interdependencies, it is likely that most of humanity will be affected by the oil spill. The Environment: Aside
from the ecocide in the miles of ocean, beaches,
marshes and land directly affected by the spill,

one oceanologist has predicted that hurricanes
and sea currents will eventually deposit some of
the oil on the beaches of Ireland and Britain.
Food: Forty percent of the fish eaten in the
United States comes from the Gulf of Mexico.
This can only mean that rich America will take the
protein out of the mouths of the poor, including
the millions who live in the coastal regions of Africa. The Economy: BP contributes billions in UK
tax revenue. With the dramatic fall in the value of
the company the flow of money from BP to the
exchequer will plunge, which in turn can only lead
to cuts in public services and more unemployment. The value of pensions will also be affected.
The oil spillage reminds me of the King Midas
story in Greek mythology in which the King
wished that everything he touched turned to gold.
This is the aspiration of most people today, one
that is drip-fed by the no alternative to economic
growth ideology of our political leaders, whetted
by aggressive advertising. In time King Midas
learned the folly of his wish and asked the god
Dionysus to undo it. He preferred less gold and
more wellbeing. The gold our business and political kings want is oil, plentiful and cheap, regardless of the fact that it ruins almost everything it
touches, and with other fossil fuels is turning the
planet into a hothouse.
One can only hope that like King Midas we will
learn from our folly and forgo our dependency on
oil and make the transition to an environmentally
sustainable and equitable way of life. Our growth
orientated economy is not ordained. This means
we can create a system that enables us, including
future generations, to live comfortable fulfilled
lives within the constraints of Gaia.
A sobering thought is that if BP had successfully
tapped this oil it would have met 12 hours of
global consumption.
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Consumption
and happiness
"The measure of domestic progress published by
the New Economics Foundation is just one piece
of work showing that the link between economic
growth and wellbeing is tenuous once a modest
level of prosperity is reached. It operates on the
basis that there is no such thing as enough."
(Larry Elliott, The Guardian, 21 May 2007)
If humankind is to effectively address climate
change, the rapid loss of biodiversity that is occurring almost everywhere, as well as the rapid depletion of minerals that are the mainstay of our technological society (see New Scientist, 26 May 2007)
then we are going to have to understand and act
on what drives our species to consume as if we
lived in a world where there are no limitations. We
behave, whether we are aware of it or not, as if the
bounty of the Earth, its very metabolism, were
there for our generation alone, and most especially
for the minority of affluent people among the
6,580,000,000 of us alive in April of this year. The
affluent most definitely includes people in the European Union who live with services and safeguards
unimaginable in the poor countries of the world.
What apparently drives Homo sapiens is the all encompassing wish to be happy. This inherently basic quest becomes an environmental problem
when a society's fundamental needs have been
met and people are not obliged to use the greater
part of their time and energy in keeping warm,
clothed, fed and physically secure. The myth propagated by the advertising and celebrity industry - that gets the affluent out of bed each morning
is that wealth buys happiness. Thus people work
beyond what is necessary in pursuit of the illusion
that the more they have the happier they will be.
Shops not only sell things essential to our wellbeing - toothpaste and soap, fruit and vegetables,
books and pencils, but also goods which many
hope will bring them happiness through enhanced
social status, novelty, convenience and entertain-

ment. Shops with their displays, smells, lighting,
colours, music and the selling skills of sales assistants, are nothing less than magicians' dens selling potions and charms that we believe will transform our lives in a positive way. Clothes, cosmetics, computers and cars, to name a few things,
are sold on this basis and bought without much
thought to the ecological and social cost.
Research on the relationship between economic
prosperity, as measured by average annual income, reveals that above the level needed to
meet one's basic material and recreational needs
there is no relationship between the amount of
wealth one has and level of happiness. This is
counter to the myth at the bedrock of consumer
society, that having rather than being makes us
happy. Although experience has taught us that
happiness cannot be realized in a substantive and
sustainable way through buying things, we keep
on buying in the hope that we will find on some
shop shelf that very special thing which will bring
us the happiness - self-realization we yearn for.
If we want the Earth to sustain life for a few more
million years it is imperative that the scientifically
verifiable case that happiness is not derived
through income in excess to our needs be woven
into common consciousness to the end that people cease to be consumers and instead live lives
of simplicity. Finding meaning and a sense of fulfilment through simplicity is the only way to dispel
the belief that "there is no such thing as enough".
We have to do start doing this today otherwise we
will bring about the end of the world as our species has know it since the end of the last ice age.
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Lucifer’s sin
We tend to think of ourselves as the alpha
species, somewhat akin to the iconic frontiers
people of the American West; a species that can
forge its own destiny without reference to or dependency on others. There are grounds for this
view.
We have brought much of what we have conceived in our imagination to life. By means of high
-speed trains and airplanes we can travel great
distances in short periods of time, smart phones
enable us to see and talk to each other across
oceans and continents almost as if we were feet
apart. Through organ transplants we can prevent
what were once inevitable deaths. We have eradicated the scourge of smallpox and are close to
doing the same with polio. We can eat the choicest foods, produced in every climate, at any time,
by way of our local supermarket. This is a feat beyond what the richest monarch could ever have
enjoyed. We can carry out micro-surgery and
study planets and stars billions of miles away.
Military personnel can kill people in deserts and
on mountainsides in far away countries without
exposing themselves to danger. Some governments, including the United Kingdom, can commit
the ultimate terrorist act and eliminate hundreds
of millions of people at the press of a button. With
the exception of the poor and the persecuted,
people in the early part of the 21st century have
the powers described in classical mythologies.
We are the personification of ancient Gods. However, we have a fatal flaw, we believe our illusions.
Perhaps our most harmful illusion is the belief that
our technosphere is an entity set apart from the
biosphere, that our culture is its own selfsustaining cosmos. We are so imbued with this
idea that we elect governments that subsidise the
destruction of the very means of our existence,
believing, as politicians often say that “it is the
right thing to do.” Rainforests, the site of the most
varied biodiversity on the planet, described as the
Earth’s lungs, are clear-felled with the help of government subsidies in order for companies to grow

palm oil. Soil, which purifies and regulates our
water supply, provides us with over 90% of the
food we eat, along with timber, fibre and biofuels, is washed into rivers by poor farming
methods at a rate faster than it can be replenished. Great expanses of sea have been
turned into dead zones through agreements
that ignore research findings on sustainable
fishing. Although the link between burning fossil fuels and climate chaos is now as widely
accepted as the link between inhaling cigarette
smoke and lung cancer, companies are given
permission by governments, and money by
banks, to build ever more coal-fired power stations as well as extract oil and gas from the
ground regardless of local conditions.
The evidence of how we manage our relationship with nonhuman nature suggests we have
not found our niche in the web of life and are
thus destined for a short life-span. Given the
rapidity with which we are cannibalizing the
Earth is it realistic to think that our species,
which has existed for a mere 200,000 years,
will see the sun rise 10 million years from now,
which is the average life-span of a species?
What are the chances of us surviving as long
as the elephant, 60 million years, the crocodile, 80 million years, or the turtle which in the
course of its 150 million years saw the dinosaurs evolve and become extinct?
I suspect most people would feel offended by
the idea that many nonhuman life-forms are
likely to outlive humankind and continue to
evolve over the one billion years our Garden of
Eden is expected to sustain life. By way of our
illusions we are evicting ourselves from paradise, truly the fallen species having committed
Lucifer’s sin, hubris - preoccupation with self.
Taking the wellbeing of other species and the
health of ecosystems into account when we
make decisions, and undertaking environmental restoration work, is one way we can
find redemption.
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Creating a culture
of respect for the
biosphere
We are probably more aware than any time in
history of the impact our consumer life-style is
having on the biosphere. Like a chronically ill patient the health of the biosphere is monitored
round the clock and data about its condition diligently recorded. This is done by satellites,
drones, weather stations, underwater laboratories, motion sensitive cameras and by scientists
and trained volunteers working in bioregions
across the world. Much of the information and
analysis is presented to the public in journals,
magazines, newspapers and books. The most
alarming findings are aired on radio and television news programmes.
Evidence-based solutions are regularly presented to governments on how we can address
our environmental problems. An example is the
Stern review on climate change published in
2006. This recommended that 1% of global GDP
be spent on the reduction of greenhouse gasses.
In 2008 Stern announced that his report had underestimated the impact of climate change on
the biosphere and recommended that 2% of
global GDP be spent on reducing greenhouse
gas emissions.
Ignoring research findings on the state of the
biosphere and recommendations on how to reduce the harm we are causing is having serious
consequences for humankind and the Earth
community. James Gustave Seth, dean of the
Yale University School of Forestry & Environmental Studies, spelt out the implications of our
ecologically unsustainable way of living in a talk
he delivered at the university in January 2015.
"All we have to do to destroy the planet's climate
and biota and leave a ruined world for our children and grandchildren is to keep doing exactly
what we are doing today, with no growth in human population or the world economy. Just continue to generate greenhouse gases at current
rates, just continue to impoverish ecosystems

and release toxic chemicals at current rates, and
the world in the latter part of this century won't be
fit to live in. But human activities are not holding
at current levels – they are accelerating dramatically."
An intriguing question is why we ignore what science is telling us about the state of the biosphere
and live as if we are in a magic world where behaviour has no consequences? A credible explanation is that we are embedded in social circumstances that favour particular types of behaviour.
We also live largely on auto pilot – are set in our
ways - and give little thought as to how we actually live. Philip Zimbardo in his book The Lucifer
Effect: How Good People Turn Evil (2007) explains as follows.
"A large body of evidence in social psychology
supports the concept that situational power triumphs over individual power in given contexts." (p. x)
Zimbardo quotes the Harvard psychologist, Mahrzarin Banaji:
"What social psychology has given to an understanding of human nature is the discovery that
forces larger than ourselves determine our mental
life and our actions – chief among them (is) the
power of the social situation" (p. 296)
We are social animals and seek the approval of
others. We want to be accepted by our peers, colleagues and the groups and tribe we feel we belong to. This involves, often unconsciously, aligning our values and behaviour with the values and
behaviour of those we feel affinity with. We also
observe and listen to others in order to get guidance about appropriate behaviour and what are
acceptable views to hold. Big business knows
this, which is why huge sums of money are spent
on advertisements, packaging and shop displays
and celebrities are contracted to endorse products. Political parties know about the influence of
situational power which accounts for why at
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election time they spend substantial sums of money on persuasion, their messages designed by psychologists to appeal to the emotional rather than the rational side of the brain. Joel Achenbach in an
article in National Geographic, March 2015, titled The War on Science writes:
"Science appeals to our rational brain, but our beliefs are motivated largely by emotion, and the biggest motivation is remaining tight with our peers. "We're all in high school. We've never left high
school," says Marcia McNutt. People still have a need to fit in and that need to fit in is so strong that
local values and local opinions are always trumping science."
Given that our desire to belong determines much of our behaviour, substantial change in how we interact with the biosphere is unlikely to happen until there is an attitudinal change towards it by opinion
leaders in every sector of society including religion, politics, the arts, education, entertainment and
commerce. Governments and corporations have a critically important role to play in the formation of
values and beliefs as they construct the broad parameters in which we live our lives.
Laws are more than a set of rules we are compelled to obey, they are value statements about what is
acceptable behaviour. The law about where one can smoke radically changed society's attitude towards smoking. Road safety laws, and education about them, have led to the consensus that road users have a responsibility of care towards others. Injuries and deaths on the roads are no longer considered accidents but events that could have been avoided.
If laws protected the biosphere on the basis that it has intrinsic value and opinion leaders showed that
they regard harming the biosphere as shameful this would go a considerable way towards creating a
cultural of respect and care for it. Green parties across the world seek a cultural change supported by
legislation in how the biosphere is perceived and valued. A document and its promotion that seeks
such a change is The Earth Charter, endorsed by the Earth Charter Commission on the 29 June
2000 .It is available online at www.earthcharter.org We can all be part of the cultural change that is
needed by being good eco-citizens.
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WHY HAVE WE MADE A
MESS OF THINGS?
Have you ever asked yourself why our species,
although successful in many ways, has made
such a mess of things? If a date can be placed
on when the public became aware of global
warming it would be 23 June 1988 when Dr.
James E. Hansen in a testimony to US Congress
warned that global warming as a result of human
activity was under way and could “spiral dynamically out of control.” In spite of the 26-years
since this wake-up call during which rigorous scientific study has confirmed that global warming
is a reality and governments, corporations, civic
bodies and whole communities have come to
accept this we have not acted in a manner equal
to the enormity of the situation. The prevailing
paradigm is still that of economic growth, anything else is considered heresy.
Judging by the popularity of wildlife programmes
on television, David Attenborough’s are an example, and the prominence the tourist industry
gives to nonhuman nature in its promotional material, “Orangutan Spotting in Kalimantan” is a
typical eye-catcher, it would appear that the last
quarter of a century has seen a significant rise in
the number of people who appreciate the nonhuman world. (Trailfinders, Asia 2014) Yet, the
WWF’s 2014 Living Planet Index contains grim
findings on the state of the Earth’s biodiversity.
The report reveals that the number of vertebrates has declined by 52% over the past 40years. This is catastrophic for the life forms in
question, all of which have intrinsic value and a
right to life. The loss has direct and dire consequences for humankind.
Tracy McVeigh writing about the report in The
Observer, 5th October 2014, refers to Dr Nick
Isaac, a macroecologist at the NERC Centre for
Ecology & Hydrology in Oxfordshire who says
that “between 23% and 36% of all birds, mammals and amphibians used for food or medicine
are now threatened with extinction.” Our economy is directly dependent on the health and predictability of nonhuman nature. This is well illus-

trated by the serious water shortage in the
American West which is having a negative impact on agriculture. (National Geographic, October 2014) Prolonged water scarcity could lead
to mass migration from cities such as Los Angeles, Las Vegas and Phoenix.
Humankind even destroys eco-systems it reveres and considers holy. An example is the
River Ganges in India. More than 420 million
people rely on it for food, water, bathing and
agriculture and tens of millions of Hindus bath
in it every year in the belief that it purifies their
souls. In spite of its religious status the river is
subjected to mass pollution of every kind imaginable including chemical run-off from farms
and industry, untreated sewage, of which approximately 1 billion litres is dumped in the river
on a daily basis. Animal carcases are put in the
river and every year tens of thousands of bodies are cremated on its banks with innumerable
bodies left to drift in its current. The river also
serves as a convenient disposal site for unwanted babies. Large stretches of the river are
dead.
In spite of the readiness of countries to fight a
war at short notice and willingness to spend trillions in doing so we failed to stop the spread of
the Ebola virus which broke out in Meliandu, a
village in Guinea in December 2013 which has
now taken a firm hold in Liberia and Sierra
Leone with an official figure of 13,703 people
infected and 4,920 dead from the disease.
(WHO, 27 October 2014) Criticising the response of the international community to the
crisis, which has the potential to cause the
death of millions of people, Donald Kaberuka,
head of the African Development Bank described the response “as too little, too
late.” (The Guardian, 16 October 2014)
Discrimination against females is a problem that
most countries have not fully addressed. In the
UK for example women on average receive
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20% less pay than men.
Why do we make a mess of things when we have the evident ability to do otherwise? I proffer a view
which is open for debate. In spite of our wondrous technological innovations and professed belief in
equality and human dignity we are emotionally at an infant stage of development. This is evident in
Northern Ireland, the Middle East and elsewhere when it comes to our sense of identity. Emotional infanthood is at the root of gross economic inequalities through our failure to acknowledge the transitory
nature of things, a keen sense of which would likely lead to us treating others as we would like to be
treated ourselves. If we did this we would not only eradicate basic needs but live more meaningful and
satisfying lives thus negating the desire to fill existential emptiness with consumer products at the expense of the environment. Another infantile trait is that personal success is judged not so much by compassion, creativity, wellbeing and the simplicity of one’s life, but by how much we accumulate and how
highly we are regarded by those with power and high social ranking. Hubris is such that most humans
think they will live forever, albeit in a nonphysical form.
Our emotional infanthood is marked by our capacity to deny the obvious, thus tens of millions of Hindus
bathe in and drink from the toxic water of the Ganges unwilling to accept that their “mother Ganga, rector of God, bringer of hope and purifier of souls” could make them sick. (www.all-about-India.com/
Ganges-River-Pollution) Our collective passivity to global warming, the loss of biodiversity and our slow
response to the outbreak of the Ebola virus might have its root in the idea that ‘it’s not our problem’,
which is a response based on the lack of ability to make connections and appreciate consequences.
We have yet to mature to a level that enables us to accept the idea that we are an integral part of the
biosphere, wholly dependent on it and each other. The question is do we have enough time to emotionally evolve before we burn our house down, destroying ourselves and the life-forms that dwell within it?
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AN ESSENTIAL WE TAKE
FOR GRANTED
There are many things people on these islands
take for granted. Among them is the National
Health Service (in Northern Ireland), water fit for
human consumption, free schooling until the age
of eighteen, and a relatively nonviolent society in
which the rates of physical assault, theft and robbery are low compared to many other countries.
Our road fatalities are comparatively low and we
can be fairly confident that the goods we purchase are genuine and meet health and safety
standards. One thing we take for granted, consume three times a day, every day of our lives
and has an enormous impact on the nonhuman
world and concerns economic justice, is food.
Given that agriculture emits more greenhouse
gasses “than all our cars, trucks, trains and airplanes combined” we should give it our attention.
(National Geographic, May 2014, p.35) Agriculture, as National Geographic informs us, uses
more fresh water than any other sector of the
economy, is a major polluter of rivers, lakes and
coastal ecosystems through runoff of fertilizers
and manure. It also has a negative impact on biodiversity making it “a major driver of wildlife extinction.” This is hard to reconcile with the storybook image of farms as wholesome places containing a variety of creatures in a bio-rich, cropdiverse environment. This type of farming, which
involved hard physical labour, started to come to
an end in Britain in 1939 when the government
realized that in the World War that was about to
break out it would be vulnerable to food shortages
and encouraged the adoption of the US farm
model, which was large-scale, single-crop, single
animal, mechanical and chemically dependent.
The Republic of Ireland followed suit. This is the
model that banks, governments, food processing,
agro-chemical, crop-engineering and industrialplant companies promote across the globe.
Modern farming methods kill the land and every
living thing on it that has no economic value.
Philip Lymbery and Isabel Oakeshott give us a
frightening picture of such in their book Farmageddon (2014). After describing the enormous

bountifulness of Central Valley in California,
they write.
“It sounds like the Garden of Eden.
It isn’t. It turned out to be a deeply
disturbing place where not a blade
of grass, no tree or hedgerow
grows. ... By remorselessly dousing
the parched soil with fertilisers, insecticides, herbicides and fumigants, as well as diverting natural
waterways, farmers have been
able to pull off a multi-billion-dollar
conjuring trick, extracting harvests
from soil that is so depilated of
natural matter it might as well be
brown polystyrene.” (p. 13)
Given the worldwide rate of soil erosion, soil
degradation, loss of biodiversity, depletion of
fresh water supplies, the predicted rises in
temperature and changes in rainfall patterns it
is unlikely that intensive farming will be able to
feed the predicted 9 billion human population
of less than 40-years time. A population that
may aspire to eat as much meat, eggs and
dairy as Europeans and Americans do today.
As things stand the United Nations Food Programme puts the number of people who don’t
have enough to eat at 750 million. The number
unable to eat three nutritious meals a day is
probably much higher and includes many in
what we call the rich world. In 2013 Food
Share, which provides food to local charities in
the UK, provided food for 1 million meals a
month.
As Lymbery and Oakeshott illustrate, intensive
farming is an ecological catastrophe, something Rachel Carson brought to the world’s attention in her 1962 book ‘Silent Spring’. Two
things that are within the capacity of every
adult and maturing child that will reduce the
emission of green house gases, loss of biodiversity and conserve fresh water are,
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a) change our diet, and b) don’t waste food. As National Geographic, May 2014, states “only 55 percent of the world’s crops feed people directly; the rest are fed to livestock (about 36 percent) or
turned into biofuels and industrial products (roughly 9 percent).” In regard to waste, National Geographic point out that: “An estimated 25 percent of the world’s food calories and up to 50 percent of
total food weight are lost or wasted before they can be consumed.” (p. 45)
A radical change is needed in our values and thought processes if we are to ensure that the Earth is
able to feed the ever growing human population with non-contaminated nutritious tasty food in the
years ahead, and do so in a way that does not rely on ecocide, animal suffering and underpaid labour. As a society we need to learn to make connections, and as Madeline Bunting writes in the Holy
Saturday edition of The Guardian “understand how sacrifice can be a force for good.” Change that
benefits the environment, and by definition humankind, will inevitably mean some kind of sacrifice.
Readers might be interested in taking part in this year’s Afri Famine Walk from Louisburg to Delphi
Lodge in County Mayo. It takes place on the 17th May and was first held in 1988 and linked with the
Great Famine of the 1840. It is 17km long, through hauntingly beautiful peat and mountain landscape.
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WILL WE LEARN TO
CARE IN TIME?
“She couldn’t go out in Paris without spending
money like water. It was the only way she knew
of filling the emptiness of her life, the only way in
which she could achieve, not happiness, perhaps, but, at least a sort of drugged, besotted
state of contentment.”
One would be forgiven for thinking that this was
written sometime in the last 50 years. In was in
fact penned 86 years ago by the French novelist
Francois Maurice. (‘Therese’, 1927, p.166) This
was before the emergence in affluent societies
of a new demographic, young people without
family responsibilities but with disposable income, before the manufacture of consumer
goods designed for an exceedingly short lifespan, and before consumer advertising based on
psychological research. (‘The Hidden Persuaders’, Vance Packard, 1957)
Shopping as a means of escape from problems,
a dull existence, as entertainment or to acquire
tags of identity has a long pedigree. Archaeological research shows that the desire for objects, in
particular those that designate one’s place in the
social hierarchy or express existential meaning
can be traced to the Upper Palaeolithic period.
The 2013 archaeological dig at Drumclay crannog in County Fermanagh revealed that for
1,000 years, from the 6th to the 16th century,
people took time out from hunting and farming in
a challenging environment to craft beautiful objects and beautify everyday utilities. (BBC News,
Northern Ireland, 8th March 2013.) We also
know that many ancient civilizations collapsed
through the degradation of their local environment in the effort to build and maintain monuments, infrastructure and extravagant life-styles.
(‘Collapse’, Jared Diamond, 2005)
Given the history it would seem that the desire to
have, without regard to the carrying and healing
capacity of the biosphere is part of our DNA. If
so, human extinction by our own hand is a real
possibility. (‘Climate Matters’, John Broome,

2012, p.178) As things stand there is no where
on Earth that has not been affected in a profoundly negative way by our avarice and ignorance. Correl reefs are dying, glaciers are melting, the oceans have become acidified, primary
forests are felled and burnt, flora and fauna are
becoming extinct at an alarming rate, fertile soil
is buried under concrete and tarmac, and the
amount of greenhouse gasses we pump into the
atmosphere show no sign of decline. Severe
weather conditions have become the norm. As I
write huge fires raging in the Blue Mountains in
Australia have encroached on the western suburbs of Sydney. The city is covered by a blanket
of smoke and ash is raining down. (‘The Guardian’, Oliver Laughland, 26th October 2013)
In spite of our awareness of the damage our
consumer culture is having on the ability of the
planet to sustain life we act as if we do not care
about suffering, destruction and extinction. Evidence for this lies in that governments and the
global economic system are wholly committed to
the use of fossil fuels and the consumer culture.
(‘The Guardian’, Climate Change, p 21, 21st
September 2013) Governments through the
taxation system, and corporations by way of paying employees less than a living wage while paying managers more than one could meaningfully
spend in a life-time, penalise the poor and reward the rich.
If education means knowledge it won’t save us.
We may, however, save ourselves and other lifeforms by caring. Although it is evident that we
have a capacity to be enormously destructive,
callous and unjust, history shows that we can
change in positive and radical ways. Change begins in the mind. It is the result of conceptualization, followed by dedicated practice, out of which
cultural norms take root. As reported in ‘New
Scientist’, 5th October 2013, archaeologists
have reason to believe that:
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“The human mindset began to change before the economy changed.”... That “‘conceptual domestication’
of certain – largely herd – animals was already part of people’s thinking long before they began to drive
and corral actual animals.” (p.39)
In other words we can create what we conceive within the realm of what is scientifically possible. This
means environmental sustainability, well-being and economic and social justice for all can be achieved.
The question is, will we learn to care enough before our planet is rendered inhospitable for human and
other life-forms.
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NARCISSISM AND
CLIMATE CHANGE
Preventing the temperature of the Earth rising
above 2C, the point at which most scientists say
will lead to a collapse of the biosphere as we
know it, is not so much dependent on technology
but on changing our attitudes towards it.
If it is not already too late, what saving the biosphere, including our species, will involve is nothing less than a cultural revolution, or one might
say, a mass psychological healing. Within the human community are individuals who are narcissistic, which is to say their entire focus in life is centred on seeking to fulfil perceived self-interest
without regard to the needs and feelings of others. The result is an unfulfilled life and suffering
for all who have the misfortune to have any dealings with them.
The evidence of our relationship with the biosphere, even before we became reliant on fossil
fuels, suggests that Homo sapiens is the narcissistic species of the Earth community. The mass
extinction of species, the felling and burning of
forests, the death of the seas, acid rain and climate change testify to the narcissistic nature of
our species.
As the narcissistic person is indifferent to the hurt
caused by their extreme self-concern, Homo
sapiens, driven by their obsession with material
purchase are largely indifferent to the destructive
consequences of their behaviour on the Earth
community. As narcissism is counter to the best
interests of the afflicted individual so in the long
term is it counter to the best interests of Homo
sapiens for the reason that our economic system
is wholly dependent on the health and bounty of
the Earth. This is something society is awakening
to, albeit without a clear understanding that the
collapse of the Earth’s life-support systems is a
direct result of our own narcissistic behaviour.
This is evident in the proposed solutions to addressing climate change.

Most of the measures governments have taken
over the past year to address our eco-economic
crisis are aimed at increasing consumption, while
they behave as if rhetoric about reducing the
amount of climate changing gasses pumped into
the atmosphere is the same as taking action on the
problem. Thus billions of dollars, euros, pounds
and yen are spent on supporting the banks and car
manufacturers, the very institutions that play a major role in the destruction of the biosphere. This is
acting according to the environmentally destructive, anti-human development mindset, which
holds that the economy is separate from ecology.
Attempting to heal our terminally ill Earth demands
nothing less that the praxis of loving the Earth as
our selves and putting its needs at the heart of
economic policy. One country that has embraced
this approach is Ecuador. Polly Higgins in
‘Resurgence’, March / April 2009, informs us that
Article 1 of the ‘Rights for Nature’ chapter of its
new constitution reads: “Nature or Pachamama,
where life is reproduced and exists, has the right to
exist, persist, maintain and regenerate its vital cycles, structure, functions and its processes in evolution. Every person, people, community or nationality, will be able to demand the recognition of
rights for Nature before the public bodies.”
Having suffered from the destruction of their country’s eco-system by transnational companies the
people of Ecuador have learnt that a healthy society can only be based on the acknowledgement
that Nature has rights that need legal protection on
par with people. In our narcissistic society this idea
may sound revolutionary, beyond our embrace, but
so was the idea of evolution in Charles Darwin’s
day. The idea that Nature has rights is one that
could effectively be brought to the attention of our
governing bodies by groups such as Towns in
Transition, as well as acted on by everyone.
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THE COMMODIFICATION
OF HALLOWE’EN
This year Halloween shop-displays appeared
before the end of August, denoting the intensive
sell of the artefacts of the season. An article in
The Independent (UK), 24 October, about the
commercialization of the festival informed us
that the shop chain Woolworth's had 224 Halloween products on sale, a third aimed at
adults, and that the occasion is a multimillionpound bonanza. Sadly, Halloween has become
another commodity, a time for shallow thrills,
rather than, as it was a number of decades ago,
an event that marked the end of the season of
light, warmth, and vibrant colour to that of darkness and cold, and with this a change in the
ambiance and activities of everyday life, most
notably the type of food eaten, clothes worn,
games played, outdoor chores undertaken and
enjoyment of the warmth and comfort of the living room fire. In times gone-by Halloween acknowledged our place in Nature, black signifying the long hours of darkness and the fact that
we would die, orange represented the autumn
hue of grass and leaves. It was also believed
that on Halloween ('Hallow' means something
holy) the souls of the departed were about in
the darkness of the night, thus the masks and
pumpkin lanterns to frighten them away. The
festival goes back to at least the time of the
Celts. Alexei Kondratie in his book Celtic Rituals (2004), informs us that for the Celts it embodied five main themes:
1. Renewal. This focuses primarily on the bonfire ritual. 2. Hospitality for the dead. 3. Dissolution: disguises, trickery, etc. 4.Timelessness:
the momentary escape from the linear progression of Time encourages the practice of divination. 5. Sacrifice: The Harvest must be paid for,
so the spirits of the Land receive Tribute." (p.108)

Kondratie articulates what was once widely held
to be the essence of the festival when he says:
"The Year's plunge into winter is also a plunge
into the deep sea-waters of Death. ...In practical
terms, this means letting go: allowing the heightened energy of the samos-phrase, (life - summer
experience) which we have been drawing on
constantly to fuel many activities at the conscious level, to slip out of our control and sink
back into the formless depths of the oceanwomb, there to await rebirth at the proper time.
...The absence of light will, in the meantime,
bring about new modes of consciousness appropriate to it, stressing memory and reflection over
observation and action. Without such a period
for re-processing and re-assimilating past experience, there could be no growth to a new
stage." (p. 208)
The commodification of Halloween signifies a
degree of alienation from our nature, as well as
the natural world. In the former we repress our
primeval need for a period of productive slumber, and in the later, we hold that technology has
made us independent of the cycles and restraints of the biosphere. This accords with what
the novelist and political activist Arundhati Roy
said on the subject of commodification, or what
might be called the denaturing of the world:
"Down at the Mall there's a mid-season sale.
Everything's discounted - oceans, rivers, oil,
gene pools, fig wasps, flowers, childhoods, ...
wisdom, wilderness, civil rights, ecosystems, air
- all 4,600 million years of evolution. It's packed,
sealed, tagged, valued and available off the
rack." (Frontline, 11th October 2002)
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LOST SKILLS AND
ATTITUDES
As old photographs show Ireland has changed
significantly over the past 50 plus years. The
Ireland of thatched cottages, donkeys laden
with turf and car-free roads have long gone, as
are the days when school children would get
permission from their teacher to be absent
from class in order to pick potatoes. Gone are
the days when our apples came from Armagh,
our shirts from L/Derry and our Corgi cars
were made in England. Many remembering
hard times will say those were not the good
old days, but the bad old days we are better
off without.
It is true that a great deal that characterised
Ireland, north and south, during most of the
twentieth century is better left in the past.
However, as a growing global population confronts a world affected by climate change, collapsing eco-systems marked by massive soil
erosion, the death of the seas, the depletion of
fresh water from glaciers and aquifers and the
catastrophic loss of tropical rainforests, many
of the skills that our grandparents would have
taken for granted should be lauded and considered essential for survival.
These skills enabled people to live selfsufficient lives rooted in community. Fifty years
ago, people who had never been to school
could build their own home, thatch a roof,
make sturdy furniture, plant crops as well as
harvest and process the produce. They could
dig wells, generate electricity, tend animals,
hunt and fish, mend bicycles, and darn
clothes. A trip by car to Dunnes or Tesco to
buy a loaf of bread, a TV dinner or a pot of jam
was unheard of. Equally unheard of was
throwing one bag of food out of every three we
buy into the bin. Such are the differences in
life today that if a person from 50 years ago

who had not experienced the transition in technology and attitudes were to return, they would
suffer cultural shock.
One of the things that would surprise them is
that although a 12-year old is likely to be computer literate they can’t name birds in their own
garden, can’t tell the difference between the
harmful and harmless berries growing in the
hedgerows and are not likely to have ever seen
crops growing in a field. In other words, if the national electricity grid were to collapse they and
their parents would not know how to survive. If
living in a city they would not be able to do such
basic tasks as harvest water to flush the toilet. In
fact it is likely that a great many houses in Northern Ireland don’t even have a bucket.
Our friend from the past would observe that although we are technologically literate we don’t
know how to mend things when they break or
malfunction. In fact, most of us don’t have a clue
how the things we use actually work. Our friend
is likely to consider our idea of progress an illusion, most especially in not having the skills to
meet our daily needs in the event of the ecocollapse we as a society are making little effort
to avoid or prepare for.
As a new cycle of formal learning is about to begin each of us should make the effort to learn at
least one new skill that will enable us to become
more self-sufficient. If we do this we would likely
make new friends, be richer, healthier and happier. We could even share our new skills with
others, and sharing, as our friend from the past
would tell us, is essential for survival.
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THE ETHICS OF FLIGHT
BASED TOURISM
Enormous changes in transport have taken
place over the last fifty years. When I was a
child few households in Ireland had a car.
When my Dad parked his shiny new Austin Mini
Van on Grace Hill Street in the Old Park area of
Belfast in 1969 its novelty was such that it attracted the attention of nearly every boy in the
street. Some spat on it in scorn while others
wanted to experience what it was like to sit inside it. Today most households in Ireland have
a car, many have more than one even in towns
and cities with excellent public transport. When
I was growing-up pupils walked to school, the
pupil who walks to and from school today is the
exception and liable to be given a certificate in
acknowledgment. I took my first air flight when I
was 18, which was from Dublin to Paris. As a
signifier of the status attached to flying men
would wear a dress jacket and tie. My 14-year
old daughter took her first flight when she was
in her mother's womb and today people wear
crumpled casual clothes when flying.
Flying is an integral part of contemporary life,
as common for most people as travelling by car.
A growing number of Irish people commute
daily from Dublin and Belfast to their job in London. Given the high cost of accommodation in
London and the low cost of air-flights this
makes economic sense. Airport Watch informs
us that 2.5 billion people in 2009 took an air
flight and that air flight represents 3% of the total amount of human sourced climate changing
gasses. According to Airport Watch if aviation
were a country it would rank as the 7th largest
emitter of CO2 in the world. Worryingly it informs us that 16 billion people are expected to
fly by 2050.
Most air journeys are taken as part of a holiday,
they are in other words a luxury rather than a
necessity. Given that it is the poor who suffer
the most from climate change, caused over-

whelming by the affluent, can a flight-based
holiday ever be ethically justified? Even people for whom ethics and human well-being is
a professional concern fly without a second
thought - people such as solicitors, human
rights campaigners, environmentalists and
the clergy. Pope Francis whose environmental encyclical was published in June 2015
to widespread acclaim regularly flies to capitals around the world. He will visit three cities
in the United States this September and I expect he won't travel from city to city on a
Greyhound Bus.
A standard refrain many tourists offer to justify their climate changing, noise creating
flights is that it benefits the poor in the countries they visit. This is rarely the case. Tourists spend most of their money on services
provided by large corporations including insurance, airlines, hotels, car hire, restaurants
and brand merchandise. Another justification
is that travel enhances one's sense of wellbeing, challenges prejudices and stereotypes
and through interaction with 'the other' be it
cultures, landscapes, flora and fauna leads
them to becoming better people, which in ripple-like fashion leads to a better world. This I
would think is the experience of the few.
What mostly happens is that overseas tourists remain in their own cultural bubble with
conversations limited to waiters and shop assistants who are unlikely to challenge the values and views of their paying customers. If
the aim is personal transformation of some
kind then good literature or a well-made
documentary can be more effective that a
flight-based holiday and most certainly less
environmentally destructive.
In some cases positive transformation is best
realized through multi-sensory experiences,
by leaving the familiar behind, and receiving
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the baptism of the new. One, however, does not need to emit a significant amount of greenhouse gasses
to do this. One can find the new in one's own locale, be it a bus or train journey away. In Ireland for example one can walk on ancient pilgrim paths across the country, travel by bicycle avoiding major towns, experience Vision Quest type meditation in Neolithic sites, monastic ruins, on deserted beaches or a rarely
visited river bank. Alternatively, one can spend time on an organic farm or take a literature or craft-based
residential holiday. The reality of climate change means we have to rethink how we live every aspect of
our lives including attempting to obtain a sense of personal renewal, which is often the aim of our annual
two-week holiday.
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CHANGE NEED
NOT BE GRIM
Science tells us that climate change is not something that only our distant descendants will have
to contend with for it is happening right now.
Commenting on this Paul Dickinson, chief executive of the Carbon Disclosure Project, recently wrote:
“It is a simple mistake to make, to imagine the
world is quite safe and the changes greenhouse
gases are making will not lead to catastrophe.
There is a growing school of thought that suggests catastrophe is already here, now.”
Aside from science our personal experience tells
us something is askew with the climate. In my
case almost everyone I have met this past six
weeks or so has commented upon how uncommonly warm the weather is for this time of year.
Aside from the unseasonable warmth, we may
note other changes such as some summer flowers still in bloom and dragonflies on the wing.
If we wish to secure our future, and that of the
generations that follow us, we have no option but
reduce our emission of global warming gasses
and the demands we make on the planet. This
will mean major changes in how we live our
lives. Change, however, is an integral part of life
and is not something to be feared, and being resource frugal and making preparation need not
be painful or grim. All of us take precautions to
avoid catastrophe. We wear seat belts when we
drive, do our best to make our homes snug for
the winter and save for a rainy day. We consider
such as sensible rather than painful or inconvenient, and should apply the same approach to
meeting the challenges of climate change.
We should be cheered by the fact that most of
the changes involved in reducing our emission of
global warming gasses reap immediate benefits.

Here are some examples. Switching off unused
electrical appliances in our homes saves us
money. Driving less means spending less on fuel
and car maintenance, while using a bicycle improves our physical and emotional health. Travelling by bus enables us to rest, read or talk to
fellow passengers. I know a number of people
who regard travelling by bus from Enniskillen to
Belfast as a social adventure, an opportunity to
meet other people and learn about their lives.
Growing a portion of our own food not only
saves us money but also increases our autonomy and sense of satisfaction through knowing
that we are eating food free from harmful chemicals.
The organization ‘Love Food Hate Waste’ recently reminded us buying less does not mean
that we go without. Its figures show that for every
three bags of food the average UK household
buys one bag ends up in the rubbish bin. On this
matter of wastefulness Fred Pearce in the New
Scientist, 17th November, writes: it is possible
to cut individual emissions by around 75 per cent
without seriously altering our lifestyles.” Another
resource we waste a great deal of is water, valuing it as something precious involves nothing but
mindfulness.
A final point worth making is that studies consistently show that income above what we need for
a comfortable existence does not lead to an increase in happiness. This means that billionaires
are probably no happier or satisfied with life than
those of us on an average income. Thus it is
emotionally healthier and more eco-friendly to
forego working long hours in order to buy things
we really don’t need giving us more time for family and friends, relaxation and creativity.
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NEW YEAR’S
RESOLUTION
The beginning of a new year is a traditional time
for making resolutions. There is the sense that we
can begin again and live a more meaningful life
through better use of our skills and resources as
well as been more generous, patient and empathic. The root of this desire for a fresh start
might well be triggered by such factors as our
emergence from the depths of winter darkness,
the realization that our planet is once again moving towards the light and warmth of spring, and
with other life-forms we can be reborn. When we
think of resolutions for 2005 we should include
aims and vows that will improve our relationship
with our neighbours and the biosphere as well as
our personal circumstances. Some of the things
we might consider doing are the following:
Help people in the poor regions of the world
through buying fair trade products. See the Fairtrade Foundation website at www.fairtrade.org.uk.
Put our savings into a bank that abides by an ethical policy and works for positive change. Two
such banks are; Triodos Bank, see
www.triodos.co.uk, and Charity Bank at
www.charitybank.org.
Obtain our domestic energy from a renewable
source, such as a wind farm. For a list of suppliers contact Friends of the Earth at www.foe.co.uk.

Save water through taking a shower rather than a
bath, and place a litre plastic bottle in your lavatory cistern. Contact, Thames Water, for energy
saving ideas: www.thameswater.co.uk.
Donate money to a charity such as Water Aid
who assist some of the 2.6 billion people who
lack access to clean water and proper sanitation,
see www.wateraid.org.
Minimize our impact on eco-systems through reducing what we buy, reuse and recycle.
Walk, cycle and use public transport rather than a
car, which will help keep us healthy, save us
money and cut down on greenhouse emissions.
As a point of interest Ireland is a more car dependent country than Britain and the United
States.
Plant a native tree on an occasion of celebration
and give trees as gifts. Contact the Wood Land
Trust: www.woodlandtrust.org.
Become more mindful, as in seeing things as
they really are, rather than interpreting things in a
way that reinforces uncritically examined beliefs.
I wish everyone a happy New Year.

Use energy saving light bulbs. According to the
Energy Saving Trust (www.est.org.uk) if every
home in the UK used three energy efficient bulbs
we would save enough energy to power all the
streetlights in the country, save money and reduce greenhouse emissions.
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ECO-AWARE GIFTS
THIS CHRISTMAS

Christmas is here once more and the Earth grimaces. The 20 per cent of humanity who have
money to spend on things beyond meeting their
basic needs will in time honoured tradition take
part in an orgy of feel-good buying, a significant
amount of which will have a short life-span and
end up in land-fill sites, and as greenhouse
gases by way of incineration. To get an idea of
the amount of valuable things that we throw
away I suggest you visit a local council waste
collection centre. The one I am familiar with
serves a small village, most days of the week the
three skips are filled to over-flowing with things
people once thought worth having..
Some of the things I noted on a recent visit are
the following; Furniture made of red hardwood
from a tropical rainforest, hundreds of unblemished books, clothes, cooking utensils, food
waste including chickens, cuttings from gardens,
unused carpets and linoleum, meeting room
chairs, and of course televisions, fridges and microwave ovens. In spite of liking to think of ourselves as morally good, our ethics clearly do not
encompass our relationship with the Earth. As a
society we have managed to exclude the wellbeing of other life-forms and the integrity of ecosystems from our view of the world. As James
Jones writes in the Guardian, 22nd November
2004 - "The modern world has lost much of its
connection with the earth. ....we are so removed
from the consequences of our actions that we
live comfortably in denial, ignoring the prophets if
doom who predict an impending environmental
crisis of epic proportions."

This Christmas we could make a few small
changes in our consumer habits. I suggest the
following:
1) Buy our family and friends gifts from a Fairtrade outlet.
2) Give local native trees as presents . e.g. in
Northern Ireland contact the Ulster Wildlife
Trust whose nursery produces more than
1000,0000 competitively priced trees of local
origin every year, phone 028 - 2176 1403 or email keith.byers@ulsterwildlifetrust.org or in the
Republic you can contact the Tree Council at:
01 2849211 / trees@treecouncil.ie / http://
www.treecouncil.ie. The Tree Council can also
plant trees in your name as a gift.
3) Offer your skill and labour as a gift, perhaps
mending someone's bicycle, tidying up their
garden or teaching them a skill.
4) Give gifts from your stock of possessions.
5) I am sure readers can think of many other
ways by which we can give Christmas presents
without destroying the Earth, or forcing people,
mostly in far away places, to toil in sweatshop
conditions. Good cheer to everyone.
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NUCLEAR POWER
DEBATE
The 9.0 earthquake which struck Japan on March
11, and the tsunami that followed, disabled the
Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant. The seriousness of the damage can be gauged by the fact
that the worst nuclear power accident in history,
which was at Chernobyl in Ukraine in 1986, was
classified as level 7 on the International Nuclear
Event Scale. The Fukushima disaster is classified
as level 5. However, with four of the six reactors
volatile nuclear meltdown has yet to be averted.
Sea water near the plant is contaminated with a
level of radioactivity 3,000 times the legal limit,
and high levels of radiation have been detected in
milk and leafy vegetables. 30km around the plant,
home to 100,000 people, has been evacuated.
The Belfast Telegraph, 30 March reported that
detection equipment in Dublin found traces of radioactive iodine from Fukushima in the atmosphere. Tokyo, a metropolis of 13 million people,
situated 150 miles (240km) south of the plant, is
well within range of serious radioactive contamination if containment efforts fail.
The disabling of the Fukushima nuclear plant has
triggered intense debate about the wisdom of
building new nuclear power plants and extending
the life of existing ones. Some countries, such as
China are reconsidering their nuclear power building programme. In Japan there were street protests against nuclear power. Paradoxically, the
fact that the Fukushima plant withstood the force
of a 9.0 earthquake without causing immediate
mass death has assured many that nuclear power
plants are safe. One such person is the prominent
environmentalist George Monbiot.
The gist of Monbiot’s support of nuclear power,
one shared with the scientist James Lovelock, is
that the affects of climate change will be so catastrophic that every measure that can mitigate the
warming of the planet should be taken. Monbiot
argues that given our almost boundless need for
electricity, and with the human population projected to rise from 7 to 9 billion by 2050, the idea
that renewable energy can meet our needs is an
illusion. In the absence of the electricity which

could be provided by nuclear power plants
countries will use coal, a highly polluting fuel.
Addressing the all important safety issue Monbiot points out that the fatalities from all the nuclear power plants in the world over the past 50
years are exceedingly low compared to those
from coal mining and pollution from coal power
plants. Further, as the generation of renewable
energy is not without environmental costs, and
nuclear power is thought not to significantly
contribute to the sum of global warming gasses,
we would be foolish not to harness nuclear
power. Writing on the subject in The Guardian,
22 March, Monbiot says: “I am no longer nuclear-neutral. I now support the technology.”
While some of Monbiot’s arguments are not
without substance, he ignores a whole range of
critical issues. These include the astronomical
cost of nuclear power plants, that they are enticing targets for groups or governments with
violent intent, and are a poisoned legacy for future generations. Chernobyl and Three Mile Island (1979) illustrate the fact that even highly
skilled, well trained, conscientious people make
mistakes with catastrophic consequences. The
pro-nuclear argument also ignores the fact that
prosperous countries can become paupers
without the finance to maintain their decommissioned nuclear power plants. Ukraine is an example.
Nuclear power will not prevent the loss of biodiversity, halt soil erosion and protect our
sources of fresh water. More nuclear power stations will not change our habit of wasteful consumerism. The point the pro-nuclear lobby miss
is that climate change is the writing on the wall,
spelling in clear bold letters the message that
our species has no future unless our culture
morphs into a form which supports environmental sustainability or as E.F. Schumacher
described it in August 1960, “non-violent economics”.
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Blacksleen Waterfall, Co Fermanagh
This is is a photo by Larry Speight of Blacksleen Waterfall, Co Fermanagh, taken on 1st September
2015. Also used as an illustration for ‘The ethics of flight based tourism’ on page 26.
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